
Since the coronavirus pandemic, people’s relationships to Architects Specialising In The
Green Belt has been analysed in many ways, and the results generally, across the
professions, would argue that, yes, people’s way of associating with Architects
Specialising In The Green Belt has changed.

Despite the number of benefits Green Belt land supplies, there are increasing calls to build
on it, from releasing ‘scruffy’ bits of Green Belt to abolishing it completely. However, these
calls overlook the importance of the permanence of the Green Belt in discouraging
speculative applications for bad development and encouraging urban regeneration. Some
individual Green Belts have a high proportion of broadleaved and mixed woodland. Whilst
93% of Green belt remains undeveloped, a quarter if this land is neither woodland or
registered as agricultural land and is perhaps more aptly described as `extended residential’,
often horse paddocks, gardens and small holdings. The overall character of Green Belt land
is not influenced by the planning designation. Where there are particular land cover types
these are related to the geography of the area. The designs of green belt planners and
architects are contemporary in nature but often inspired by the traditional vernacular forms
and materials they find at their sites. By selecting and customizing appropriate partners for
each project, green belt architects are able to assure clients that they will receive the most
qualified teams to meet their specialized programmatic needs. Considering the needs of
various ecosystems in design processes is the first step in moving away from burdening our
environment, and toward integrating new designs within an already-existing ecosystem.
Proposals for the redevelopment of previously developed sites within the Green Belt may be
permitted provided the proposed development would not have a greater impact than the
existing development on the openness of the Green Belt or on the purposes of including land
within the Green Belt.



The planning system is highly complex, with ever-changing legislation and requirements for
assessing development proposals. The need for sound professional advice has never been
so important. Green belt architects aim to remove uncertainty and help realise the full
potential of land and property assets. They can make aspirations reality, whether they are
large or small. Green belts are intended to be retained long term, but are not necessarily
permanent. The aim is to make boundaries physically clear, so railways, main roads,
woodlands or rivers can provide obvious lines of demarcation. Obtaining planning consent in
the Green Belt is rarely straightforward but it can be done. Your application will involve a
sensitive approach to the Green Belt setting, high architectural value and an understanding
of what it is that the local planning authority values and is trying to protect. For a green belt
architect, each case is individual and they will give an appraisal of the issues involved and
the chances of success before commencing work. Their strategic and innovative approach to
the planning system has ensured success for their clients at appeal and at all levels of the
court system. A solid understanding of Net Zero Architect makes any related process simple
and hassle free.

Other Considerations
If the Green Belt is to be reviewed it should be as an environmental resource, not as a
means for providing houses. Given the ragged edge of the urban fringe, the mix of uses and
range of urban and rural characteristics of the Green Belt and the need for suburban
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intensification, detailed surveys are required. When converting or re-using properties in the
green belt, a structural survey from a suitably qualified person should be submitted to
demonstrate that the original building is structurally sound, largely intact and capable of
conversion for the proposed use. Planning is not the only constraint on house building:
where the train line and waste dump go are just as important, as is the financial model
driving development. In this context, planning is actually a way of crystalising all of the
constraints into a clear framework so they can be rationally addressed together. Green Belts
have been viewed as a great success in preventing mass development and destruction of
green space in the UK. However the imperative to meet housing needs, means that the
purpose and the need for change of Green Belts are increasingly being called into question.
This in turn has caused a lot of friction around proposed development plans within certain
areas. Did you know that just shy of 13% of land in England is designated as Green Belt
Land? Through innovative design and careful planning considerations, development is
possible, and the importance of working with a knowledgeable architect who understands all
of the greenbelt planning loopholes is unparalleled. Can Green Belt Land solve the problems
that are inherent in this situation?

Local authorities must put a complete stop to proposals for release of Green Belt land for
development in their Local Plans; instead, they should be more proactive in seeking out
brownfield urban sites for new development. Land already identified on councils’ Brownfield
Registers should be the start point but it is clear that there are numerous
previously-developed urban sites that could be built on. As with any development proposal
non-Green Belt issues should be considered. A proposal should be determined in
accordance with the development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise.
Check the development plan to assess your scheme against adopted policies. Greenbelts
have been a mainstay planning approach to manage urban development and protecting
farmland and natural areas for more than one hundred years. Defined as natural areas and
open lands surrounding cities, towns or regions, greenbelts often contain a combination of
public and private lands on which there are development restrictions. Overall the extent of
agricultural and forestry land remains high in Green Belt areas which suggests the objective
is being achieved. There are doubts about the productiveness of some of the land classified
as undeveloped and there are big differences between the Green Belt areas in this regard.
Many architects provide a bespoke service to private and business clients and have
extensive experience in dealing with a wide range of development proposals. They are able
to provide clients with sound planning advice which also considers the commerciality of their
clients’ sites. Innovative engineering systems related to Architect London are built on on
strong relationships with local authorities.

Planning Policy Guidance
Whatever your needs and whatever the size of your project, green belt architects can
provide architectural services that will aim to deliver your brief and create a space enjoyed
for years to come. Ministers have repeatedly been clear that demand for housing alone will
not justify changing green belt boundaries. Councils are already expected to prioritise
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development on brownfield sites with 90 per cent of brownfield sites expected to have
planning permission by the end of this parliament. In architecture,the term “sustainability”
has been used in various contexts. Some of which is to indicate being eco-conscious, an
environmentalist, or “meeting our own needs without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs” using natural, social, and economic resources. While
not a reason to designate Green Belt, paragraph 81 of the NPPF states that Green Belts
should be used, amongst other things, to retain and enhance landscapes and visual amenity.
Where small gaps provide valuable views into or out of a village or previously developed
site, their development will not be supported. A green belt architect's approach is to be
focussed on your desired outcome and to build the solution from sound foundations. They
thoroughly investigate the background to your issue and use their experience and expertise
to develop a strategy. Local characteristics and site contex about New Forest National Park
Planning helps maximise success for developers.

A green belt architect works with you and the rest of your advisers as part of the team. They
think carefully about what the other side might do and try to pre-empt their actions and avoid
surprises. No development will be permitted in Green Belt areas which would result in the
extension of domestic gardens as this is deemed to have a potential impact on openness
and conflicts with the purposes of including land in the Green Belt. A delicate balance now
needs to be made between a building’s form, function and interactions with its surrounding
environment to be considered sustainable development. A green belt architectural business
creates beautiful, comfortable, high-performance and truly sustainable buildings. They are
experts in sustainable design and are passionate about delivering aesthetics, performance,
reliability and comfort. Architects specialising in the green belt bring together award-winning
architects, architectural technicians and landscape architects with in-house planning, master
planning and urban design consultancies. Designing around Green Belt Planning Loopholes
can give you the edge that you're looking for.

Planning On The Doorstep
Without wishing to get political, it has been suggested that the original idea of green belt land
– social benefit for city dwellers – was turned on its head in the early days, since the
objective became to prevent pesky Londoners from spilling out into the Home Counties.
Despite the obvious benefits of preserving green belts for posterity, people need homes.
House- building targets imposed by successive governments mean that some local
authorities feel the need to release green belt land for development. At what cost to society
and to future generations? The metropolitan green belt’s definitive aim is to restrict the urban
sprawl of cities. In turn, this safeguards the surrounding countryside from development,
enforcing the reuse of derelict land or ‘brownfield sites’. Additionally, the green belt acts as a
barrier, stopping neighbouring towns and cities from merging. The green belt notion also
protects settlements with special historic character from overdevelopment. One can uncover
further information about Architects Specialising In The Green Belt at this House of
Commons Library page.
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